Answer Key

Chapter 1

Quick Check 1 (page 1)
Check Sentences 1, 4, and 5.
6. 2
7. 3

Exercise A1 (page 2)
1. does
2. has
3. goes

Exercise A2 (page 2)
2. B, goes
3. C, have
4. C, has
5. B, does
6. A, go

Exercise A3 (page 4)
1. I have a dog and a cat.
2. She owns a restaurant, a hotel, and two supermarkets.
3. The weather is cold, wet, and miserable today.
4. Her students are intelligent, motivated, and productive.
5. I speak both English and Spanish fluently and grammatically.
6. The road is long and straight.
7. His book is interesting and informative.
8. I use sugar, flour, and butter.
9. The stranger is tall, dark, and handsome.
10. He deals with people fairly and honestly.

Exercise A4 (page 5)
1. deal
2. number
3. deal
4. deal
5. number

Exercise A5 (pages 5–6)
2. C, My cell phone has a great number of different functions.
3. B, The family was poor; they didn’t have a great deal of money.
4. D, The medicine didn’t do the patient a great deal of good.
5. A, There is a great deal of difference between country music and jazz.
6. F, Jill Palmer is popular. She has a great number of friends.

Exercise B1 (pages 12–13)
1. see
2. washes
3. buries
4. buys
5. works

Exercise B2 (page 14)
2. C, tries
3. B, watches
4. A, plays
5. A, sleeps
6. A, loves
7. B, relaxes
8. A, enjoys
9. A, cooks
10. A, takes
11. B, washes
12. B, fixes
13. B, pushes
14. C, hurries
15. C, cries

Quick Check 2 (page 15)
1. Check A, catches
2. Check B, studies
3. Check A, watches
4. Check B, hurries
5. Check B, tries
Quick Check 3 (pages 17–18)
1. Check C, days.
2. Check B, discoveries
3. Check A, watches
4. Check C, keys
5. Check B, butterflies
6. Check A, peaches
7. Check B, Potatoes
8. Check A, Pianos
9. Check A, zoos
10. Check C, tornados or tornadoes
11. Check A, beliefs
12. Check B, knives
13. Check B, lives
14. Check B, shelves
15. Check, species
16. Check, means
17. children
18. men
19. Check, fish, sheep
20. mice

Exercise B3 (page 19)
1. knives
2. means
3. potatoes
4. beliefs
5. pianos
6. fish
7. tornados or tornados

Exercise B4 (page 20)
2. are
3. are
4. builds
5. lays
6. hatch
7. are
8. has
9. flies
10. give

Exercise B5 (page 21)
1. know
2. wants
3. say
4. agrees
5. says
6. has
7. wants
8. says
9. wastes
10. see
11. gets
12. exercises
13. hurries
14. writes
15. compose
16. means
17. writes
18. tries
19. goes
20. has
21. teaches
22. motivates
23. gives
24. criticizes
25. does
26. improves
27. know
28. works
29. has

Chapter 2

Exercise C1 (page 25)
1. don’t
2. isn’t or It’s not
3. I’m not
4. doesn’t
5. aren’t
6. don’t
**Exercise C2 (pages 26–28)**
1. A, There aren’t many people on the road during rush hour.
2. B, Don Adams doesn’t often write to his parents.
3. A, It isn’t going to rain tomorrow.
4. B, Dr. Livingston didn’t live in Africa for many years.
5. A, My mother is not cooking dinner now.
6. A, We will not eat turkey for dinner next Thursday.
8. B, I didn’t break my arm a couple of years ago.
9. B, My parents don’t always send me money.
10. B, My sister doesn’t usually go to work at 8:00.
12. B, My dog doesn’t bite.
13. A, I wasn’t here on time today.
14. A, You can’t understand TV shows in English.
16. A, Our next class will not be on Wednesday.
17. A, I’m not going to buy a new car.
18. B, Ann Harrison didn’t feel really happy after the test.
19. A, Coyotes aren’t animals that live in America.
20. B, You didn’t pass the test.

**Exercise C3 (page 32)**
1. Some children don’t like vegetables.
2. He doesn’t often go to movies.
3. Our teacher doesn’t permit smoking in class.
4. Today isn’t Saturday. or Today’s not Saturday.
5. There aren’t many cars on the road at four o’clock in the morning.
6. The book isn’t interesting. or The book’s not interesting.
7. Tim and Laura aren’t enthusiastic students.
8. I don’t enjoy waiting.

**Exercise C4 (pages 33–34)**
1. She doesn’t study very much.
2. They get up and eat breakfast.
3. A duck flies and swims.
4. Kimberly works, studies, and plays.
5. Patricia has a car and a bike.
6. All children like chocolate, ice cream, and cookies.
7. The city is quiet and peaceful.
8. Race horses are big, fast, and strong.
9. Her hair is long and blond.
10. In the morning, I take a shower and brush my teeth.
11. Before Maria gets home, she listens to the radio in her car.
12. She works. Then she comes home.
13. I watch American TV, but I don’t understand it.
14. I don’t like movies, so I don’t go to them.
15. Oranges aren’t expensive. or Oranges are not expensive.

**Exercise C5 (page 35)**
1. Harry Smith is sometimes late for work.
2. It doesn’t often rain in the Gobi Desert.
3. The students aren’t (or are not) always on time.
4. House cats seldom swim, but tigers often do.
5. My parents always pay their bills on time.

**Exercise C6 (page 37)**
1. “Yesterday,” especially pretty
2. baseball, especially exciting
3. Ricardo, especially funny
4. especially liked (enjoyed, appreciated, loved) his latest film
5. especially liked (enjoyed, appreciated, loved) the fruit salad
6. especially like (love, appreciate, enjoy) his clear explanations
7. especially mosquitoes
8. especially jazz
9. especially Johnny Martinez
10. especially at lunch time

Exercise C7 (page 45–46)
1. I own a large, expensive automobile.
2. The Pacific Northwest is a cold, wet place.
3. A lion is a large, dangerous animal.
4. Gothemburg is a dark, dirty, depressing city.
5. Crows are large black birds.
6. Confucius was a famous Chinese philosopher.
7. Montana is a large western state.
8. Bloomingdale’s is a famous department store.

Chapter 3
Exercise D1 (page 57)
1. to
2. To the or ø
3. to
4. To the or ø
5. to the or ø, to the or ø

Quick Check 4 (page 58)
1. in
2. To
3. to the or ø
4. on
5. on or at
6. to the or ø Check 2, 3, and 6.
7. Crescent City
8. Diane
9. the Capitol building

Exercise D2 (page 60)
1. minute, a
2. backpack, your
3. backpack, your
4. car, a
5. movie, a
6. movie, the
7. hour, an
8. backpack, my or that or the

Quick Check 5 (page 61)
Check Sentences 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 10.
12. I had a grilled cheese sandwich for lunch.
13. Is there a bookstore near here?
14. Most of the people who saw The Godfather said the movie was very good.
15. Michelangelo is one of the most famous artists in the history of art.
16. I go to the University of Houston.
17. Wyoming is a sparsely populated state.
18. The east coast is one of the very densely populated parts of the U.S.

Exercise D3 (page 62)
1. ø, A
2. The, B
3. The, C
4. ø, A
5. ø, A
6. The, C
7. the, C
8. ø, A
9. The, C
10. The, B

Exercise D4 (page 63)
A. the, 7
B. the, 8
C. ø, 14
D. the, 6
E. ø, 5
F. the, 12
G. the, 10
H. the, 13
I. ø, 4
J. the, 11
K. ø, 3
L. the, 2
M. the, 1
N. ø, 9
Exercise D5 (page 64–65)
2. In the middle of the Great Basin Desert is Lake Bonneville.
3. North of the Green Forest is the Snake River.
4. Far to the west of California are the Hawaiian Islands.
6. In the southeastern part of California, there is a desert.
7. In the north of Africa is a desert, and in the south there is a lake.
8. In the eastern part of America, there are (some) mountains.

Exercise D6 (page 67)
B. Bluebird Mountain
C. the Western Sea
D. Pyramid Island
E. the Mica River
F. Devil’s Canyon
G. the Purple Sage Desert
H. the Grayling Ocean
I. the Stormtop Mountains

Exercise D6 (page 67)
2. the, C
3. ø, F
4. ø, B
5. the, G
6. the, I
7. the, H
8. the, E
9. ø, D

Exercise E1 (page 74)
1. D
2. A
3. B
4. C
5. Lake Sawyer, where there are large, hungry fish, attracts anglers from all over the country.
6. One of my favorite places is Hawaii, where I often go surfing.
7. Penguins live in Antarctica, where it is bitterly cold.
8. The Sonoran Desert, where there are many tall, majestic cacti, is a land of desolation and beauty.

Quick Check 6 (pages 74–75)
Check 3, B, Check 6, A, Check 8, B

Exercise E2 (page 77)
1. To the place where he committed the crime.
2. The town where Jennifer was born. or
The town where Jennifer was born is quite small.

Quick Check 7 (page 77)
Check Sentences 2, 4, and 6.

Exercise E3 (pages 79)
1. of the
2. of the
3. ø
4. of the or the
5. ø
6. ø
7. of the or the
8. ø
9. of the
10. ø
11. of the or the
12. ø

Exercise E4 (page 81)
1. The children’s parents always get a lot of milk and cereal when they go shopping.
2. I don’t often go bowling.
3. Larry Smith went fishing in Alaska for about a month last year.
4. I often hike in the desert in the summer even though it’s hot.
5. Jane Phillips is going to ski in January.
6. I camped in Cedar Canyon last year.
Quick Check 8 (page 84)
Check 1, 2, 3, and 6.
7. I strongly recommend that you see that movie.
8. I want you to help me tomorrow.
9. The doctor insists that John take his medicine.
10. Seeing the beautiful blackburnian warbler made me change my major to ornithology.

Chapter 4

Quick Check 9 (page 90)
Check Sentences 4, 6, 7, and 10.
12. Because she was sick, the student stayed in bed. or The student stayed in bed because she was sick.
13. When I tell him the bad news, my father won’t be happy. or My father won’t be happy when I tell him the bad news.
14. I learned French while I was living in France. or While I was living in France, I learned French.
15. I visited New York City, where I saw a Broadway show.

Exercise F1 (page 91)
1. lived, moved
2. stayed, played
3. discovered
4. studied
5. elected

Exercise F2 (page 92)
1. chose, gave
2. slipped, fell, stepped
3. fell, told, felt, asked
4. got up, bought, brought
5. went, had, were, ate

Exercise F3 (page 93)
1. I didn’t graduate last year.
2. My parents weren’t here last weekend.
3. My hometown wasn’t a densely populated one.
4. There wasn’t a great deal of snow in the mountains last winter.
5. We didn’t spend a long time in the southern part of the city.

Quick Check 10 (page 96)
Check Sentences 2, 4, 6, and 8.

Exercise F4 (page 96)
1. so or and
2. for
3. but or yet
4. and
5. or
6. nor
7. but or yet

Exercise F5 (pages 98–99)
1. A, Are there many people on the road during rush hour?
2. B, Does Don Adams often write to his parents?
3. A, Is it going to rain tomorrow?
4. B, Did Dr. Livingston live in Africa for many years?
5. A, Is my mother cooking dinner now?.
6. A, Will we eat turkey for dinner next Thursday?
7. A, Are the Smiths going to sell their house next year?
8. B, Did Pete Thomas break his arm a couple of years ago?
9. B, Do my parents always send me money?
10. B, Does my sister usually go to work at 8:00?
11. A, Is there a 7–11 store on the corner of Ash and Ninth?
12. B, Does my dog sometimes bark too much?
13. A, Was Margaret here on time today?
14. A, Would you like a cup of coffee?
15. A, Are the mechanics repairing my car?
16. A, Will our next class be on Wednesday?
17. A, Is Gary Goodman going to buy a new car?
18. B, Did Ann Harrison feel really happy after the test?
19. A, Are Coyotes animals that live in America?
20. B, Did you pass the test?

**Exercise F6 (page 100)**
1. I don’t drink, nor do I smoke.
2. Poor Andy Jones can’t write, nor can he read very well.
3. None of the students studied for the test, nor did they pass it.
4. Allan’s boss wasn’t happy with his work, nor was he pleased when he came to work late.
5. I haven’t met George Adams, nor have I met his wife.
6. It rarely rains in the Gobi Desert, nor does it ever snow.
7. I have never visited that city, nor do I want to.
8. I’ve never studied geometry, nor have I studied trigonometry.
9. My sister never frowns, nor does she complain.
10. Pete didn’t call Alice, nor did she call him.

**Quick Check 11 (page 102)**
Check Sentences 2 and 3.
5. Many students travel abroad because they want to learn a new language.
6. In the morning, we get up and have breakfast.
7. You shouldn’t talk on the phone while you are driving.
8. Vicky Smith took an aspirin because she had a headache.

**Exercise G1 (page 104)**
1. The man that is wearing the red sweater.
2. He received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1962.
3. B
4. The woman that we elected mayor served for twenty years.
5. The woman we elected mayor served for twenty years.

**Quick Check 13 (page 105)**
Check Sentences 1, 2, and 4.
6. The bill I received yesterday was from the gas company.
7. The paper the student wrote for English class was excellent.

**Quick Check 14 (page 105)**
Check Sentence 3 twice, check Sentence 4 once, and check Sentence 5 twice.
In sentence 3, write a comma after the name Simkins and another after the word Company. In Sentence 4, write a comma after the word Park. In sentence 5, write a comma after the word city and after the word coast.
Exercise G2 (page 106)
1. A
2. A
3. B
4. B
5. B, D

Exercise G3 (pages 108–9)
1. Never would my daughter lie!
2. Hardly ever have I seen as good a movie as this one.
3. When I was a child, seldom did my family travel.
4. Rarely is the weather cold in Parker, Arizona.
5. Not often does Chris Hancock get good grades.
6. Never will those hardened criminals become productive members of society.
7. Hardly ever have I had such a horribly difficult time.
8. The weather was bad. Not only did it rain, but it hailed as well.
9. Rarely was Timothy’s father at home during his childhood.
10. Not often do we get much rain in this part of the country.

Exercise G4 (page 113)
1. vacations
2. orange juice
3. cheese
4. city
5. taxis

Exercise G5 (page 117)
1. B, kind or generous or kind and generous
2. C, deal
3. C, studies
4. C, I especially like
5. B, decisions

Chapter 5

Exercise H1 (page 122)
1. B
2. C
3. A
4. D
5. E

Quick Check 15 (page 122)
Check Sentences 1, 2, and 3.
6. I ate sushi for the first time last June.
7. We haven’t gone to a movie since last year.
8. Haven’t you ever seen snow?

Exercise H2 (page 123)
1. Have you ever gone to Hawaii?
2. How long have you worked here?
3. I have had three bad colds so far this year.
4. The Great Pyramid of Giza has stood in the desert for thousands of years.
5. Scientists have recently made an incredible discovery.

Exercise H3 (page 124)
1. B, A
2. B, A
3. A, B
4. A, B
5. B, A

Exercise H4 (page 127)
1. The dinner was prepared by Chef Pierre.
2. My car is being repaired (by the mechanics).
3. Frankenstein was written (by Mary Shelley) in 1817.
4. He is known by everyone.
5. The Grand Canyon was formed by natural processes more than one million years ago.
6. Drowsiness may be caused by this drug.
7. Sam hasn’t been seen (by anyone) for two weeks. or Sam has been seen by no one (or nobody) for two weeks.
8. When I went to class, my fees had already been paid.
9. That house has been owned by the same family for three hundred years.
10. This letter has to be sent now.

Exercise H5 (page 128–29)
1. The flowers were creatively arranged.
2. A wonderful old Roman city has been recently discovered.
3. The new capitol building was rapidly constructed.
4. The cheese was slowly aged.
5. The work will not be carelessly done.
6. Everything was quickly arranged.
7. Each option should be carefully considered.
8. Your name needs to be neatly written.
9. Money is immediately needed.
10. We haven’t been formally introduced.

Exercise H6 (page 132)
1. Mike bought an exceedingly expensive luxury car.
2. I watched a remarkably interesting action movie last week.
3. Jenny Lane is a wonderfully intelligent, creative American girl. or Jenny Lane is a wonderfully creative, intelligent American girl. or Jenny Lane is an intelligent, wonderfully creative American girl. or Jenny Lane is a creative, wonderfully intelligent American girl. (In any of the answers above, the word and can be used in place of one comma.)
4. Hopkins is an extremely sleepy, quiet Nebraskan farm town. or Hopkins is an extremely quiet, sleepy Nebraskan farm town. or Hopkins is a sleepy, extremely quiet Nebraskan farm town. or Hopkins is a quiet, extremely sleepy Nebraskan farm town. (In any of the answers above, the word and can be used in place of one comma.)
5. Elvis Presley was an extraordinarily popular, talented rock and roll singer. or Elvis Presley was an extraordinarily talented, popular rock and roll singer. or Elvis Presley was a talented, extraordinarily popular rock and roll singer. (In any of the answers above, the word and can be used in place of one comma.)

Exercise H7 (page 134)
1. It is said that my boss is easy to work with. My boss is said to be easy to work with.
2. It is known that Nebraska produces a great deal of corn. Nebraska is known to produce a great deal of corn.
3. It is known that poodles are intelligent dogs. Poodles are known to be intelligent dogs.

Exercise H8 (page 135)
1. It is known that Shakespeare wrote great literature. Shakespeare is known to have written great literature.
2. It is said that Katrina was one of the most destructive storms of all. Katrina is said to have been one of the most destructive storms of all.
3. It is known that the Wright Brothers invented the airplane. The Wright Brothers are known to have invented the airplane.

Exercise H9 (page 137)
1. were read
2. was destroyed
3. is remembered
4. to have been (Because writers live as writers forever in history, to be is also correct in this sentence.)
5. to have been
6. he took
7. to have committed suicide
Chapter 6

Quick Check 16 (page 140)
Check Sentences 1, 2, and 3.
6. Biology is an interesting subject.
7. Teaching is a great job.
8. Doctors help sick people.

Exercise 11 (pages 141–42)
1. have
2. They
3. are
4. they
5. he
6. have
7. they
8. they
9. They
10. are
11. are
12. are
13. They
14. Circle the sentence, If you tell a performing musician that you want to be a musician too, he or she may answer with a laugh, “Oh, so you want to drive all night and set up equipment?”

Exercise 12 (page 148)
1. its special effects, which
2. the terrible traffic jams, which
3. Charlie Powers, who
4. Professor Jackson, whom
5. Red Mountain, where

Exercise 13 (page 150)
1. a positive effect, its negative effects
2. cool, blue, and inviting; deadly currents
3. somewhat strict, learn a great deal

Quick Check 17 (page 152)
Check Sentence 2, and write SE. Check Sentence 4 and write SP. Check Sentence 5, and write SE.

Exercise I4 (page 156)
1. we have satisfied customers
2. Penelope Smith came to class late every day
3. the restaurant serves vegetarian dishes
4. the movie was good
5. I take this medicine
6. you study hard

Chapter 7

Exercise J1 (page 160)
1. Unlike mammals, birds have feathers.
2. In contrast to Masako, Carlos is from Spain.
3. Like my brother, I am short.
4. Unlike New Hampshire, Vermont is not on the coast.
5. Australia is similar to the U.S. in size.

Exercise J2 (page 162)
1. have published
2. are working or work
3. are
4. is
5. knows
6. is
7. live
8. was
9. were
10. do

Exercise J3 (page 163)
1. alike or similar
2. the same
3. similar or alike or the same
4. alike or similar
5. like or similar to or the same as
6. similar or alike
7. like or similar to
8. like or similar to
9. alike or similar
10. the same as

Exercise J4 (page 166)
1. Hooper, Nebraska, is a small town. In contrast, Los Angeles is a huge city.
2. With a traditional film camera, you must develop the film. On the other hand, digital cameras allow you to preview photos.

3. I bought a car that lasted fifteen years. However, my sister’s car lasted about ten years before she had to buy another.

4. Los Angeles, in contrast,

5. Digital cameras, on the other hand,

6. My sister’s car, however,

**Exercise J5 (page 168)**
1. with (or in) regard to his interest in soccer
2. with respect to climate
3. with respect to geographical area
4. with (or in) regard to the language that they speak

**Quick Check 18 (page 171)**
Check Sentences 1–5.
6. harder
7. easier
8. colder
9. more successful
10. more talented

**Exercise K1 (page 176)**
1. speaks, will enroll
2. has, will buy
3. live, will see
4. are, will raise
5. unplug, will be

**Quick Check 19 (page 178)**
Check Sentences 1, 3, and 6.
7. Your poem is very beautiful.
8. I had a very good time at the party.
9. The movie was very boring.

**Exercise K2 (pages 178–79)**
1. such
2. so
3. so
4. so
5. such
6. so
7. so
8. such
9. such
10. such
11. so
12. so
13. such
14. so
15. such

**Exercise K3 (page 180)**
1. so
2. so
3. so
4. such
5. so
6. such

**Exercise K4 (page 181)**
1. moved
2. there would be
3. would melt
4. would flood
5. There would be so
6. would disappear
7. would become so
8. would become such
9. would dry up
10. would die
11. there would not be
12. to drink
13. would evaporate
14. stays or will stay

**Answers to Comprehensive Tests**

**Part A (page 186)**
1. B, , and
2. B, novels
3. A, a great deal of
4. C, , (comma)
5. B, does

**Part B (page 187)**
6. B, monkeys
7. A, means
8. A, Butterflies
9. B, cries  
10. A, fish  
11. A, women  
12. B, knives  
13. A, churches  

Part C (page 188)  
14. A, A dangerous, powerful summer storm  
15. B, I particularly like “Yesterday”  
16. A, often buy  
17. B, a dark, dirty, depressing  
18. C, doesn’t permit  
19. A, don’t enjoy  

Part D (page 189)  
20. A, φ  
21. B, to the  
22. B, wonderful scenery  
23. B, φ  
24. A, a warm climate  
25. A, the  
26. A, On  
27. B, is  

Part E (page 190)  
28. B, φ  
29. B, there are  
30. A, to take  
31. A, to help  
32. B, do  
33. B, camping  
34. B, φ  
35. B, that you read it  

Part F (page 191)  
36. C, Are the Smiths going to  
37. A, stayed  
38. A, This is a fragment.  
39. B, This is not a complete sentence.  
40. A, for  
41. B, taught  
42. A, didn’t hand in  
43. A, will it prevent  

Part G (page 192)  
44. A, animals  
45. B, have I used  
46. B, the worst  
47. C, that  

Part H (page 193)  
48. C, to have  
49. A, disappeared  
50. B, to have built  
51. B, had never seen  
52. C, I wasn’t told.  
53. A, is  
54. B, has been owned  
55. C, I had seen  

Part I (page 194)  
56. C, cats  
57. A, the great white shark  
58. A, exceptionally expensive  
59. A, he wrote it himself!  
60. A, my uncle Fred  
61. A, San Francisco  
62. A, I have health insurance  

Part J (page 195)  
63. A, Unlike  
64. C, alike  
65. B, Both study  
66. B, it rained  
67. B, that  
68. B, is  
69. B, with regard to  
70. B, saltier  

Part K (page 196)  
71. A, so  
72. B, allows  
73. A, had  
74. C, such  
75. B, such